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to draw on other’s qualities of humility, vulnerability, transpa$-"(7>*/"&*-2</#,7:*?7*
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An organization’s culture is hard to clearly define because there are so many aspects
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('0#'$-*%9*/*6%$8<0/ce can affect employees’ general behaviors, such as motivation and
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concerns of employees. For example, I was invited to participate in HSB Advisor’s yearly party
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taught me, small acts can make the biggest differences and transform people’s lives. Being at
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with every client, but each relationship needs to work like a partnership. “Our Success is your
L'((-33.” was a motto that was very evident in the way that this firm worked. Without a client’s
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accountant’s career. Exposure to experiences like tax preparation and audits have been
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yourself to be more prepared. This internship has taught me that doing someone’s tax returns
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that they most desperately need. St. Louis’s World Food Day is an annual food@</(8/.)".*
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October and invites “teams” from local schools, companies, and nonprofits to package as many
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